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The Bantu language Makhuwa makes a distinction between conjoint and disjoint
verb forms. Two hypotheses are made from generalisations on the distribution of
the conjoint and disjoint verb forms in Makhuwa. 1) The verb appears in its
conjoint form when a focal element occupies the Immediate After Verb (IAV)
position; 2) the verb appears in its disjoint form when the IAV position is empty.
A syntactic analysis is provided that accounts for these hypotheses if the IAV
position is defined in terms of structural rather than linear adjacency between two
heads in a direct c-command relation.
In the syntactic analysis two focus projections are proposed: one under TP
(Ndayiragije 1999) hosting the disjoint morpheme and one under vP, to whose
specifier focal elements move. Non-focal elements remain in-situ. This analysis
accounts both for the strong adjacency requirement of a conjoint verb form and its
focal object and for the empty IAV position that requires a verb to appear in its
disjoint form.





,QWURGXFWLRQ



0DNKXZDDQGWKHFRQMRLQWGLVMRLQWGLVWLQFWLRQ

The theory explored in this paper is primarily applied to the Bantu language
Makhuwa (also spelled Emakhuwa or Macua, P.30), specifically the variant
Enahara spoken on Ilha de Moçambique and in the surrounding coastal area in
the north of Mozambique. This language and variant uses the so-called conjoint
(CJ) and disjoint (DJ) verb forms. The terms “conjoint” and “disjoint” were first
*
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used by Meeussen (1959) in his description of Kirundi. He noticed two different
verb forms in one tense and described these as a difference in the relation of the
verb with the element following it. Hence the term FRQMRLQW (< French, ‘united’)
for a combination V X that is very close and the term GLVMRLQW (‘separated’) for a
structure in which the verb has a looser relation with the following element.
These originally French terms are now also used in English, together with
conjunctive and disjunctive. Other terms such as ‘weak/strong’ and ‘short/long’
have also been used, but these turned out to inadequately describe the meaning
of the two verb forms. In this paper I use the terms conjoint and disjoint.
In Makhuwa there are two noticable markings of the CJ/DJ verb forms.
First there is a segmental difference in the verb. In the present tense in (1) a
separate disjoint morpheme -DD- is visible. In the perfect tense in (2) there still is
a difference, but it is hard (if not impossible) to segmentalize a DJ morpheme. 1


SUHVHQW 
(1) a. DJ RQiiWKtSD
3sg-PRES.DJ-dig
‘she’s digging’
b. CJ RQWKtSiQOLWWt
3sg-PRES-dig 5.hole
‘she digs a hole’
SHUIHFW
(2) a. DJ
b. CJ

1

NRRU~SD
1sg-PERF.DJ-sleep
NLUXSDOpQNZDiUWX
1sg-sleep-PERF 18.room

‘I slept’
‘I slept in the room’

Only the disjoint verb form is glossed for the choice of verb form (‘DJ’ ); the conjoint form is
taken as the default. In this paper I only consider affirmative declarative sentences, since a
CJ/DJ distinction is absent in negative and relative sentences in Makhuwa; but note that this
is not the case in all Bantu languages. Other past tenses apart from the perfect tense also
segmentally and tonally mark the CJ/DJ distinction.
2
Abbreviations and symbols used in this paper: 1/2/3 etc (noun classes), 1sg/pl (1st person
singular/plural), A (answer), CAUS (causative), CJ (conjoint), CONN (connective), COP
(copula), DEM (demonstrative), DJ (disjoint), DS (dummy subject), DUR (durative), FV (final
vowel), H (high tone), IMPF (imperfective tense), irr (irrealis), L (low tone), LOC (locative),
NARR (narrative), NEG (negative), OM (object marker), OPT (optative), PASS (passive), PAST
(past tense), PERF (perfective tense), PERS (persistive), POSS (possessive), PRES (present
tense), SM (subject marker), P2 (past), PL (predicative lowering), Q (question), REDUPL
(reduplication), REL (relative), REM (remote tense), REP (repetative), RESP (respect), |tt|
(retroflex voiceless stop). Liaison is indicated by an apostrophe, high tones are indicated by
an accute accent (on or before the element), low tones are unmarked.
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Second there is a tonal difference. The tonal part of the CJ/DJ marking in
Makhuwa is not on the verb, but in a different tonal pattern occurring on the
element following a CJ form (Stucky 1979, Katupha 1983). The object of a DJ
verb form has the same tonal pattern as in citation form as shown in (3a),
whereas the object of a CJ verb form undergoes so-called “ lowering”
(Schadeberg and Mucanheia 2000): the first underlying high tone is removed
and a final high tone is added (3b).



(3)

a.
b. DJ
c. CJ

PHpOH
NLQiiWKtWiPHpOH
1sg-PRES.DJ-pound 6.maize
NLQWKtWiPHHOp
1sg-PRES-pound 6.maize

‘maize’

(LHL)
(LHL)

‘I pound maize’
(LLH)
‘I pound maize’

One major difference between the verb forms is their phrase-final distribution.
The conjoint form can never appear phrase-finally (4b); i.e., some object or
adjunct has to follow (4c,d). The disjoint form, on the other hand, may occur
sentence-finally (4a), but does not need to (i.e. something can still follow the DJ
verb form, as shown in (4e)). The object following a disjoint form is most likely
interpreted as known or old information.
(4)

a. DJ
b. CJ
c. CJ
d. CJ
e. DJ

HQ\yPSpWVLQiiNK~XUD
10-cows 10-PRES.DJ-eat
‘the cows are eating’
*HQ\yPSpWVLQNK~XUD
10-cows 10-PRES-eat
HQ\yPSpWVLQNK~~UiPDODVKt
cows
eat
grass
‘the cows eat grass’
HQ\yPSpWVLQNK~~UiRUDWWiQL
cows
eat
at lake
‘the cows eat at the lake’
HQ\yPSpWVLQiiNK~~UiPDOiVKL
cows
eat.DJ
grass
‘the cows eat grass’

The distribution of the conjoint and disjoint verb form will be shown to be
dependent on the information structure of the sentence, specifically on the
position of focus. In the next section some background is given on this issue,
which will later be linked to the CJ/DJ distinction.
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 )RFXVDQGWKH,PPHGLDWH$IWHU9HUESRVLWLRQ
Van Valin (1999) explains certain typological differences in focus structures by
examining the interaction of rigidity vs. flexibility of syntax and focus structure.
A language like English has a rigid syntax and a flexible focus structure in the
sense that the language does not readily permit changing the word order of a
sentence, but rather moves the stress to the focused word (5).
(5)


Kim sent the book to /HVOLH yesterday
Kim sent the ERRN to Leslie yesterday
.LP sent the book to Leslie yesterday

A language with a flexible syntax and a rigid focus structure would rather have a
fixed position for prominence and change the word order to match the focused
element and this position. The syntax adapts to the focus structure, not the other
way around. Italian and Spanish are examples of this type of languages, but also
Bantu languages like Setswana and Sesotho (and, as will be seen, also
Makhuwa) organize their focus structure by changing the word order instead of
the focus structure. In these SVO languages there is an absolute constraint
against focal elements appearing preverbally (Van Valin 1999, Zerbian 2006).
Subjects must be “ highly topical, old, given information” (Demuth 1989). The
potential focus domain “ does not encompass the entire clause in a simple
sentence, as in English [...]; rather it is restricted to the verb and following
elements” (Van Valin 1999).
Watters (1979) establishes the “ immediate after verb” (IAV) position as
the focus syntactic position Aghem, a Grassfields Bantu language. He
convincingly shows that a focused element, for example in an answer to a whquestion, moves to this immediate after verb position. In (6a) the adverbial
clause ‘in the farm’ is in its typical sentence-final position. In answer to a
question about the place the friends ate the fufu, ‘in the farm’ provides new
information and is in focus: iQ VyP (in the farm) is moved to the IAV position
(6c).
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$JKHP(Watters 1979: 147)

Ô
 
(6) a.
friends SM P2 eat fufu in farm
‘the friends ate fufu in the farm’
b.

Ô
 Ô
friends SM P2 eat where fufu
‘where did the friends eat fufu?’
c.

Ô

 Ô
friends SM P2 eat in farm fufu
‘(the friends ate fufu) in the IDUP’
So far I have shown that there is a distinction between conjoint and disjoint verb
forms in the language Makhuwa, how this distinction is marked and what its
basic distribution is. I have also given data from Aghem with the observation
that the Immediate After Verb position is a focus position. In section 2 I first
come back to Van Valin’ s (1999) statement that focal elements should not
appear preverbally. I then claim that the position immediately after a conjoint
verb form is the position for focus in Makhuwa, much like in Aghem. Section 3
provides arguments for the hypothesis that focal elements cannot immediately
follow a disjoint verb form or, phrased more strongly, that the verb appears in its
disjoint form when the IAV position is empty. In section 4 the syntax of the IAV
position is analysed and it is shown that the observations and hypotheses made
in earlier sections follow from this analysis.


)RFXVLQWKH,$9 LQ0DNKXZD

 &RQVWUDLQWDJDLQVWSUHYHUEDOIRFXV
The first observation made is that focal elements can not appear preverbally. For
a simple declarative sentence this is indeed the case. Makhuwa, being an SVO
language, typically has sentences with a topic-comment structure. In stories, a
new participant is introduced in the text in the position after the verb and the
next sentence makes reference to this participant in the position before the verb,
the typical subject position. In (7a) ‘the ghost of the grandmother’ is introduced.
Now that grandma’ s ghost is known information, it serves as a topic and occurs
as the (pro-dropped) subject (7b). We then get some new information about the
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now known participant; in this example we learn that the ghost orders the
protagonist to start eating dark shima.3


(7)

a.

b.

ZDDQ~~NK~PiQQpSiZDiStS¶tQ\X
3.REM-PERS.DJ-go.out 3.ghost 3.CONN RESP-grandma 2.RESP.POSS
‘the ghost of your grandmother appeared’
ZDDKtP\iZLtUiHVKtPi\RyUtLSDPSDWVKpUpNHyWVKD
3.REM-say that 9.shima 9.dark 2.RESP-begin-OPT 15.eat
‘it said that you should start eating dark shima’

When the object is already known or old information, it often moves to the
preverbal position. We get either a topic expression (8) or a passive construction
(9), where the theme is the syntactic subject. That the theme is known in these
examples cannot not only be concluded from the context, but also from the use
of the demonstrative.



(8)

a. DJ

b. DJ



(9)

a.

b.

PL Zit\HNRKDiOD
4.thorns 4.DEM 1sg.PERF.DJ-plant
‘those thorn bushes, I planted them’
QOySZiQiR\yNLQiPSKpHOD
1.man
1.DEM 1sg-PRES.DJ-1.OM-want
‘that man, I want him’
PtNLWKLSDOpQOLWWt
1sg 1sg-dig-PERF 5.hole
‘I dug a hole’
QOtWWtQRyWKtSt\i
5.hole 5.PERF.DJ-dig-PASS-FV
‘the hole was dug’

New information occurring in a passive construction usually follows the verb.
Example (10) comes from a story about different kinds of food. It is mentioned
that now is the time for cassava and that today the man will have shima for
dinner. The shima is newly introduced and IROORZV the (passive) verb (in contrast
to (9b)). In the next sentence the man claims that he does not eat dark shima
3

Shima is the staple food of East Africa. It is a stiff porridge made of maize flour (white
shima) or cassava flour (dark shima), in Swahili known as ‘ugali’ .
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made from cassava. We know the man and we know the shima and in this
sentence all the arguments precede the verb.



(10) a.

b.

YiQy\RRU~Zt\DHVKtPD
now 9.PERF.DJ-cook-PASS-FV 9.shima
‘this time shima was cooked’
KZtUDND³PtHVKtPi\RyUtLSDQNL WVKD´
NARR-say-DUR: 1sg, 9.shima 9.dark NEG-1sg-PRES-eat
‘and he said: “ I don’ t eat dark shima” ‘

I have established that what precedes the verb is not focal and that in Aghem
what immediately follows the verb is focal. In the next section it will be shown
that this also holds for Makhuwa and that it interacts with the CJ/DJ distinction.
 )RFXVLPPHGLDWHO\IROORZVWKHFRQMRLQWYHUE
The IAV position is also a focus position in Makhuwa, but only when the verb is
conjoint. This can be seen in the tonal lowering, the position of question words
and the position of focused elements in question-answer pairs.
Tonal lowering is another mechanism to mark focus. It is different from,
but cooperating with, the CJ/DJ distinction, see for example also Schadeberg and
Mucanheia (2000). It identifies a unique position, and only the first element
following a CJ verb form in a double object construction is tonally lowered. In
both sentences in (11) the first element following the verb has the tonal pattern
LLH, whereas the second still has its LHL form, which it also has in its citation
form.


(11) a. CJ
b. CJ

QLPYiKiPDDWVtHQ~QL
1pl-PRES-give 6.water 10.birds
QLPYiKiHQXQtPDiWVL
1pl-PRES-give 10.birds 6.water
‘we give the birds water’

(LLH) (LHL)
(LLH) (LHL)

Question words are often analysed as being inherently focused. In Makhuwa
wh-words have a strong preference to immediately follow the CJ verb form
(12b). Most questions in recorded stories have a CJ form with the wh-word
immediately following it, and this is also the structure the informants first give
when asked to translate a question. Although grammatical, a question where the
wh-word is separated from the verb is the less preferred one (12c). Still, a
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question with a conjoint verb from is always better than a question using the
disjoint form of the verb (12d,e). The question examples in (12) are all intended
to mean ‘what did you leave on the table?’ .



(12) a. CJ

b. CJ

c. CJ

d. DJ
e. DJ

NLKL\DOpHOLLYXU~ZDPHpWVD
1sg-leave-PERF 9.book 16.table
‘I left the book on the table’
RKL\DOpHVKHHQtZDPHpWVD?
2sg-leave-PERF what 16table
‘what did you leave on the table?’ 
RKL\DOpZDPHpWViHVKpHQL?
2sg-leave-PERF 16.table
what

*ZRRKt\iHVKpHQLZDPpHWVD?
2sg.PERF.DJ-leave what 16.table
??ZRRKt\iZDPHpWViHVKpHQL?
2sg.PERF.DJ-leave 16.table what

A third argument for the claim that the position immediately after a conjoint
form is a focus position is found in question-answer pairs. The new information
in the answer (namely the element that was questioned) is focused and
immediately follows the CJ verb, whether this is its basic position or not. In
(13a) the direct object is focused, whereas in (13b) the indirect object is in focus
and both are in the IAV position.



(13) a. Q

A
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RPYDKDOpHVKHHQt7HUHVtQ\D"
2sg-1.OM-give-PERF what 1.Teresinha
‘what have you given Teresinha?’
NLPYDKDOpHNDQHWi 7HUHVtQ\D
1sg-1OM-give-PERF 9.pen (1.Teresinha)
‘I gave (her/Teresinha) a pen’
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b. Q

A

RPYDKDOpSiQLHNDQpWD"
2sg-1OM-give-PERF who 9.pen
‘who did you give a pen?’ 
NLPYDKDOp7HUHVtQ\i HNDQpWD 
1sg-1OM-give-PERF 1.Teresinha (9.pen)
‘I gave (it/a pen) to Teresinha’ 

The position immediately after the conjoint verb form is thus established as a
focus position, which implies that focused elements should (always) follow a
conjoint verb form.4 The hypothesis holds true, for example, when the object is
contrastively focused as in (14).


(14)
CJ


QNLYDUiOpHKySi,
NEG-1sg-catch-PERF 9.fish
NLYDUDOpHSKZHWVi
1sg-catch-PERF 9.octopus

‘I didn’ t catch fish,
I caught RFWRSXV¶

After a CJ verb form the object can not only have contrastive focus, but also new
information focus. Example (15) is the most natural answer to the question
‘what did the woman carry?’ . The same sentence can also be perfectly used to
answer the questions ‘what did the woman do?’ or ‘what happened?’ , where
either the VP or the whole sentence is in focus. It is widely accepted that focus
can project, meaning that an entire constituent can be interpreted as focused
even if only a subconstituent of it is actually marked for focus (by prosody, for
example; see Selkirk 1984). The postverbal element in Makhuwa would fall
under the projected wide scope reading of the focus when used in answer to the
wider questions and is thus still (part of) the focus.



(15)

4

CJ

QWKt\iQDRNXVKDOpHOLLYXU~
1.woman 1-carry-PERF 9.book
‘the/a woman carried a/the book’

Focused elements follow a conjoint form in simple declarative sentences. It is also
possible to make a cleft sentence in order to focus something.
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In this section I have shown that non-focal elements precede the verb and that
focal elements follow a conjoint verb form. Put more specifically, it was shown
that they LPPHGLDWHO\ follow a conjoint verb form, thus occupying the IAV
position.


7KH,$9SRVLWLRQDQGWKHGLVMRLQWYHUEIRUP

If focal elements immediately follow a conjoint verb form, what immediately
follows a disjoint verb form is not expected to be focal. Combined with the
observations about the IAV position, the implication that explains the
occurrence of the disjoint form is the following: if the Immediate After Verb
position is empty, the verb appears in its disjoint form. Non-focused material is
assumed to be in a position other than the structurally defined IAV, leaving this
position empty.
 'LVMRLQWYHUEIRUPSKUDVHILQDOO\
The most straightforward argument in favour of this hypothesis is the
distribution of the two verb forms in sentence-final position. The conjoint form
needs a following element and is ungrammatical without it, whereas the disjoint
form can (but does not need to) be in sentence-final position. If nothing follows
the verb, obviously the position after the verb is empty and the verb has its DJ
form. This situation is found in sentences with an intransitive use of the verb as
in (4) (repeated below) and in passive sentences (16a). What usually follows the
verb in an active sentence now precedes the verb, leaving the verb in sentencefinal position. Note, however, that the passive sentence in (16b) has a (focal)
element following the verb and the verb now occurs in its conjoint form.
(4)

a. DJ
b. CJ
c. CJ



(16) a. DJ
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HQ\yPSpWVLQiiNK~XUD
10.cows 10-PRES.DJ-eat
*HQ\yPSpWVLQNK~XUD
10.cows 10-PRES-eat
HQ\yPSpWVLQNK~~UiPDODVKt
10.cows 10-pres-eat 6.grass
PRyUyZRRSiUtKHOt\D
3.fire 3.PERF.DJ-light-PASS-FV
‘the fire has been lighted’

‘the cows are eating’

‘the cows eat grass’

7KHGLVMRLQWYHUEIRUPDQGDQHPSW\,PPHGLDWH$IWHU9HUESRVLWLRQ

b. CJ

PRyUyRSDULKHOL\pQNt WiiOL
3.fire 3-light-PASS-PERF 17.compound
‘fire has been lighted in the compound’

 'LVMRLQWYHUEIRUPDQGROGLQIRUPDWLRQ
Creissels (1996) claims that an element following a DJ verb form is in fact “ a
topicalized phrase linked to the clause without being strictly speaking a part of
it” (p.112). This can be demonstrated for a number of cases in Makhuwa, but not
all. Topicalizing the old information correlates with object marking, as can be
observed in Tswana, for example. In Makhuwa this pronominal marking is
absent.5 In order to know whether or not a postverbal element is old or non-focal
information, one is dependent on the context and the use of demonstratives. That
the old information follows a DJ verb form can be seen in (17). The first example
comes from a story where a man has just slaughtered a goat and now buried it.
In (17b) a hunter has entered a bakery and demanded bread, which is given to
him, after which he takes it. The post-DJ element (the goat/bread) is modified by
a demonstrative. It is old information and not focal.


(17) a. DJ
b. DJ

RRWKtSpOiHS~UtLOH
1.PERF.DJ-bury 9.goat 9.DEM
RRN~VKiHSKii~L\p
1.PERF.DJ-carry 10.bread 10.DEM

‘he buried that goat’
‘he took that bread’

 'LVMRLQWYHUEIRUPDQGLQWHUYHQLQJHOHPHQWV
The disjoint form is also used when something intervenes between the verb and
the object (18a). With the intended “ neutral” reading that has new information
focus on the object (that follows the verb, but not immediately), the conjoint
form is ungrammatical (18bL). Only with a strong contrastive focus on the
adverb is it grammatical to use the CJ form (18bLL).6


5

Only noun classes 1/2 are always object marked on the verb, other noun classes cannot have
an object marker.
6
The exact reading and status of the object following a focused adverb is unclear at this
moment.
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(18) a. DJ

b. CJ

NDDKtOyZiQWViQiHKySD
1sg-REM-DJ-catch yesterday 9.fish
‘I caught fish yesterday’
NDDOyZiOpQWViQiHKySD HKRSi
L* ‘I caught yesterday fish’
LL‘I caught \HVWHUGD\ fish’ (not today’


Apart from adverbs, vocatives can also intervene between a DJ verb form and the
(new information) object (see also Van der Spuy 1993).7 The CJ form is
ungrammatical in this situation.


(19)

DJ

QQiiSKppOiPSDWWKiQtRWV~ZpOD? (CJ *PZLPSKppOi)
2.RESP-PRES.DJ-want 1.friend 15-know
‘do you want, my friend, to know?’


 'LVMRLQWYHUEIRUPDQGFKDQJHRIZRUGRUGHU

This way of looking at the factors determining the choice between the CJ and DJ
form of the verb may also help us understand yet another occurrence of the DJ
verb form. When putting a contrastive focus on the verb, the disjoint form must
be used. It has been claimed by Voeltz (2004) that by using the disjoint verb in
sentences otherwise identical “ the emphasis is definitely on the verb. The
important information transmitted is ‘what is being done’ and not ‘who did it to
whom’ or ‘when’ or ‘where something was done’ .” (Voeltz 2004, p.12). He
translates this with English “ do-support” (20) (see also Güldemann 1996).
=XOX(Voeltz 2004)
(20) a. CJ VLGODODHNXVHQL
we-play-FV in.the.morning
‘we play in the morning (not at other times)’
b. DJ VL\DGODODHNXVHQL
we-DJ-play-FV in.the.morning
‘we do play in the morning’
7

In (19) the infinitive ‘to know’ is treated as a real object, since in Bantu the infinitive
behaves as a noun. It belongs to noun class 15 and is also tonally lowered after a conjoint
verb form.
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These Zulu data could form a counterargument to the hypothesis that nothing
focal follows a DJ form, since ‘in the morning’ in (20) follows a DJ verb form
and is not particularly familiar or old information. Similar data with CJ/DJ pairs
come from Setswana (21).
7VZDQD(Creissels 1996)
(21) a. CJ NHEtQDOpHQH
1sg dance and 3sg
b. DJ NpDEtQDOpQQi
1sg DJ dance and 1sg

‘I am dancing with him’
‘I am dancing too’

However, McCormack (this volume) noted a preference of putting the DJ verb
form phrase-finally when re-eliciting these sentences. Instead of only changing a
CJ to a DJ form, informants preferred to change the word order as well (22).
(22)

DJ

OpQQiNpDEtQD
and 1sg 1sg DJ dance

‘I am dancing too’

The same effect happens in Makhuwa. Translating sentences like “ I ZRUN on a
boat, I don’ t sleep there” was very hard or impossible in elicitation sessions, but
inversion of the positive and negative sentence immediately made the
combination of sentences acceptable (23).
0DNKXZD
(23)
DJ

QNL U~SDQNDOiZiQL,
NEG-1sg-NEG-sleep 18-boat-LOC ‘I don’ t sleep on a boat,
NLQiiOyZi QNDOiZiQL
1sg-PRES.DJ-fish 18-boat-LOC
I ILVK on a boat’

Apparently the DJ verb form should be in a phrase-final position or, if that is not
the case, what follows should be old information. In reversing the sentences,
what follows the verb has already been mentioned and thus is not focal. It
remains to be seen whether such an effect also holds for Zulu. If not, the data
from Zulu pose a potential problem for the hypothesis that the IAV position is
empty when the verb appears in its disjoint form.
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 &RPSOHPHQWFODXVH
There is one more instance where new information follows a DJ verb form,
namely when the verb takes a complement clause. The verb form is expected to
be CJ, since what follows is new information. However, example (25) shows
(more clearly than (24)) that ZLtUD is a matrix clause complementizer. It thus
indicates the beginning of a separate phrase (which can be direct speech) leaving
the verb in a position by itself. The verb appears in it DJ form.


(24)

DJ

RROt\iODZLtUi
1.PERF.DJ-forget that
WX~OpDKDDWWK~Q\iiZpR W~StKD
COP-1.DEM 1-NEG.impf-want-1.REL 15-1.OM-jump-CAUS-FV
µVhe (hyena) forgot that’ OR ‘she forgot:
it was her who didn’ t want to help him (tortoise) jump’

(25)

DJ

\DDQ~NtKtPHpU\i
ZLtUi
2.REM-PERS.DJ-1sg.OM-tell that
RKLQWKHOpQWKt\iQiRZRyWKi
2sg-NEG-1.OM-marry-OPT 1.woman 1.lying
µthey told me that’ OR ‘they told me:
“ you shouldn’ t marry a lying woman” ‘

In summary, I have shown various occurrences of the disjoint verb form, and, in
general, these all obey the constraint that elements following a disjoint verb
form are not focal. In order to provide evidence for the hypothesis that the verb
has its disjoint verb form when the IAV position is empty, a definition of the
IAV position is needed.
The fact that an adverb is allowed to occur in between a DJ verb form and
an object suggests that the object in this case is in a position other than an object
following a CJ form (18). Furthermore, it suggests that the CJ verb form and the
object need to be adjacent, which will be shown to be important in defining the
syntactic positions of the CJ and DJ verb form and the positions of their
following elements. I come back to the definition of the IAV position later in
section 4 and first give a structural analysis explaining the position of the verb
in the syntactic representation of a Makhuwa sentence. With the proposed
syntactic analysis and definition of the IAV position, the two generalizations are
accounted for: 1) a verb appears in its conjoint form when a focal element
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occupies the IAV position; 2) a verb appears in its disjoint form when the IAV
position is empty.


6\QWDFWLFDQDO\VLV

 1RYHUEPRYHPHQWDERYHY3
In order to come to an analysis of the IAV position and the objects following a
CJ or DJ verb form, I will first explain the syntactic model I assume for a Bantu
verb sequence. The Bantu verb consists of a verb stem with inflectional prefixes.
This verb stem is built up of a verb root and suffixed extensions.
(26)

SM-TAM-OM-[Vroot-Ext]stem-FV

I follow Kinyalolo (2003, cited in Carstens 2005), Myers (1990), Julien (2002)
and Buell (2005) in assuming that the verb starts out as a root and only moves in
the lower part of the derivation to incorporate the derivational suffixes. It then
terminates in a position lower than T. The inflectional prefixes on the verb
represent functional heads spelled out in their base positions. This analysis is
supported by several arguments. First, the suffixes are derivational and able to
change the valency of the verb, hence they should be in the theta domain (vP).
Following Kayne’ s (1994) asymmetry framework, moved heads adjoin to the
left and hence the extensions (the derivational morphemes) are suffixes. There is
no reason to assume that a moved head will first incorporate morphemes to its
right and then to its left, so the fact that inflectional morphemes surface as
prefixes strongly suggests that these are not incorporated in the verb and thus
that the verb has not moved further up.
Second, the prefixes are ordered in the exact same way a structure is is
standardly assumed to be built up (27b). In other languages where there is
evidence that the verb does move, the inflectional morphemes appear in the
opposite order as suffixes on the verb (27a). Again this suggests that the prefixes
are still in their original position.



(27) a.
b.

QRXVDLPHULRQV
1pl love-irr-PAST-1pl
QDDQ~~N~VKD
1pl-REM-PERS-carry



‘we would love’

(French)

‘we had carried’ ’

(Makhuwa)
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A final clue is that the verb stem by itself should form a constituent, since only
the verb stem is the target for reduplication. When emphasizing the durative or
iterative aspect of an action, the verb without its inflectional prefixes is
reduplicated. In (28) the verb stem NRKD is reduplicated without the subject
prefix NLor the tense and disjoint prefix QDD.8


(28)

DJ

NLQiiNyKiNRKiWVD
1sg-PRES.DJ-ask-REDUP-REP

‘I am doing research’

 6WUXFWXUDODGMDFHQF\
Now I return to the definition of the IAV position. If the IAV position is defined
linearly, an object with old information should just as well be in that position as
one with new information. After all, what is observed in the sentence is just a
verb of some form and an element placed directly after it. So the IAV position is
(at least in this case) necessarily defined structurally. Since the conjoint verb
form demands that the object be adjacent, I propose to define the IAV position
as WKH SRVLWLRQ VWUXFWXUDOO\ DGMDFHQW WR WKH YHUE. However, there is more than
one way to implement structural adjacency.
Structural adjacency is often used in theories about morphological merger.
Fuss (2004), inspired by Halle and Marantz (1993), uses the following definition
of structural adjacency.
(29) A terminal node X and the closest terminal node Y c-commanded by X are
structurally adjacent.
I assume this definition to mean that two closest c-commanding heads, but also a
head and the closest c-commanded specifier are structurally adjacent. It will
shortly be clear how this definition works in the proposed tree structure.
)XQFWLRQDOSURMHFWLRQXQGHUY3
Following Baker and Collins (to appear) I assume a functional projection (FP)
under small vP. For them, this FP is the LinkerProjection, hosting a particle they
refer to as a linker. The function of the particle is not exactly clear, but Baker
and Collins analyse it as a Case checker. In Makhuwa there is no (visible) linker,
but the projection functions as a low focus projection. Just as in the Linkertheory an argument moves to the specifier of the FP, only here not specifically
8

The plural morpheme WVD is a clitic, not an extension, which is attached to the verb after
reduplication.
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for case reasons, but to satisfy a focus reading.9 Needless to say, only focal
elements can move to this position, for example a focused object or adverb.
When the verb then cyclically moves to little v, the verb and the focal element
are adjacent; the IAV position is filled (30).
(30) vP

6ubj 
Vi




FP

Ofoc 
 
 
 




VP





titOfoc, Oold

Since the object representing old information does not have a reason to move, it
remains in situ, thus creating a structural distance, non-adjacency between the
verb and the object. In between the two is room for adverbs. When an adverb is
contrastively focused, it moves to specFP and the object simply stays in its
original position. What also follows from this analysis is why only the first
element following a CJ form is in focus: there is only one FP with one specifier
and hence only one element can move and be in focus.10,11
 )RFXVSURMHFWLRQVDQGGLVMRLQWPDUNLQJ
A remaining issue is how the verb “ knows” whether it should appear
segmentally in its conjoint or disjoint form. What is the structure above vP?
Carstens (2005) claims that TP universally has an EPP feature and thus the
subject moves to specTP. Under TP are the projections for tense morphemes, but
also a head/projection to host the marking of the disjoint form. For Rundi,
9

It might also be the case that Baker and Collins’ s linker is actually a focus marker and the
projection turns out to be something with more content than just a ‘linker projection’ .
Unfortunately Baker and Collins provide no information on information structure associated
with the various sentences.
10
This could explain why it is impossible to make multiple questions in Makhuwa. Question
words need focus and since only one element can be in the right position to check its focus,
the other one will crash the derivation.
11
Combining this with the double object constructions Baker and Collins (to appear) discuss,
one would predict that a double object construction with a focused adverb is impossible.
More data are needed to confirm this prediction.
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another Bantu language that uses a CJ/DJ distinction, Ndayiragije (1999)
proposes a focus projection under TP, exactly at the place where the DJ marker
appears in the string of prefixes. I assume the same focus projection for
Makhuwa. There now is a parallel structure in the two phases of the derivation
vP and TP, as illustrated in (32) with the disjoint example in (31).


(31)

DJ

NLQiiWKtSHOiHS~UtLOH
1sg-PRES.DJ-bury 9.goat 9.DEM
‘I am burying that goat’

(32)
TP


subji

NLTAM FocP
Q







DJ
vP
DD





ti





Vk
FP
WKLSHOD






(Ofoc)







tk
VP



















tk Onon-foc








HSXULLOH

The two Focus projections (high (FocP) as in Ndayiragije 1999 and low (FP)
adapted from Baker and Collins) are separate projections with separate
functions, but they are related. When the specifier of the low FP is filled by a
focal object, the head of the higher (FocP) is zero (CJ form) and when specFP is
empty, FocP spells out the DJ marking (DJ verb).



(33)
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DJ
CJ

FocP DD
FocP (empty)

specFP (empty)
specFP 2 
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As already mentioned, the verb moves cyclically from V to v via the head of FP.
This is where the verb is valued for focus: if the specifier of the lower focus
projection is filled by the focal object, the verb is marked [-F]; if the specifier is
empty, the verb is valued [+F]. The vP is then selected by the tense markers in
the inflectional domain. Because the inflectional domain merges
morphologically to the verb stem, it creates a dependency and can thus see the
specification of the verb stem. If it is valued [-F], the inflectional domain knows
that there already is a focused element inside the vP and the higher FocP is zero.
If the inflectional domain encounters a [+F] verb stem in vP, it spells out the DJ
marker in (high) FocP.



(34)

DJ
CJ

specFP (empty)!
specFP 2   >

V [+F] >
V [-F] >

FocP DD
FocP (empty)

 $QDOWHUQDWLYHDQDO\VLV
The IAV position could alternatively be defined another way, requiring a
different syntactic analysis of the data. The most basic definition for structural
adjacency is sisterhood of the verb and object. That is, of the focal object and
verb, since the object with old information is required to not be in the IAV
position and thus not be adjacent to the verb. If a structure is assumed in which
the CJ verb and focal object are sisters, the non-focal object with a DJ verb form
should be dislocated to the right.
(35)



v

vP

Oold
VP

V


Ofoc

There are several problems with this tree structure. For one, right-adjunction
violates Kayne’ s Linear Correspondance Axiom (Kayne 1994), which states that
movement and adjunction universally only proceed in a leftward fashion. This
need not be a crucial problem, since the LCA has been contradicted before (see,
for example, Ndayiragije 1999). Another, more serious, problem is that it is hard
to predict whether a verb will appear in its CJ or DJ form, a point which is
captured in the analysis proposed above. And then there is still a third
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problematic case. In example (18) (repeated below) it was mentioned that a
sequence VCJ-Adv-O is only correct when the adverb is (contrastively) focused.



(18) a.

b.

NLORZDOpQWVDQDHKySDHOpOyQNLORZiOH
1sg-fish-PERF yesterday 9.fish, today NEG-1sg-fish-PERF
‘I caught fish \HVWHUGD\, today I didn’ t fish’
QWViQiNLORZDOpHKRSi
yesterday 1sg-fish-PERF 9.fish
‘yesterday I caught fish’

The position of the focused adverb in (18a) should be the same as that of the
focused object in (18b), namely the complement and sister of V. If adverbs can
at all be selected by verbs, it still leaves the question where the object is in this
case. Since I do not see solutions for these counter arguments at the moment, I
assume the previously given account is on the right track.

 $UHPDLQLQJLVVXHWKHSRVWYHUEDOVXEMHFW
A remaining issue that has not been analysed yet, is the construction with a
postverbal subject in Makhuwa. This section gives thoughts and data in order to
see whether this construction is a possible counterargument for the analysis
proposed here. The postverbal subject is clearly new information and still a DJ
verb form is used in Makhuwa, which is not what one would expect. In Aghem
and Tswana the postverbal position is often used to give the subject focus. In a
neutral sentence in Aghem (36a) the subject typically occupies a preverbal
position, but when the subject is focused in an answer to a question, it
immediately follows the verb (36c). Tswana uses a postverbal subject to make a
presentational construction (37).
$JKHP(Watters 1979: 146)
(36) a.

Ô
 
friends SM P2 eat fufu in farm
‘the friends ate fufu in the farm’
b.
c.
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7VZDQD(Demuth and Mmusi 1997: 11)
(37) CJ
JyILWKOtOpUUp
17-arrive-PERF 1a.father

‘there arrived father’

The difference between the postverbal subject construction in Aghem or Tswana
(36, 37) and Makhuwa (38) is the agreement with the subject. In the first two
languages the subject marker on the verb does not agree with the postverbal
subject, but is a dummy subject. In Tswana this non-agreeing subject marker is
the prefix of the (originally locative) class 17. The Makhuwa examples in (38)
show that the subject prefix on the verb is not a dummy or a locative, but that it
agrees with the postverbal subject. Other evidence that the postverbal subject
has a different status in the different languages, is in the nominal morphology of
Aghem. The subject in (36a) is sentence-initial and consists of the noun root,
whereas in (36c) the subject is in the IAV position and first has the noun class
prefix and then the noun root. Other characteristics for Makhuwa are the disjoint
form of the verb and the fact that the subject has its original tonal form, i.e., it is
not lowered. The sentence in (38a) comes from a story where a man dresses
himself as a ghost and appears at his own house where his wife opens the door
and receives the message the “ ghost” brings. Later, when the man comes back
home, his wife tells him that a ghost appeared. (38b) is the normal way of saying
that it rained.
0DNKXZD
(38) a. DJ

b. DJ

ZDDQ~~NK~PiQQpSiZDiStS¶tQ\X
3.REM-PERS.DJ-go.out 3.ghost 3.CONN RESP-grandma 2.RESP.POSS
‘(there/it) came out the ghost of your grandmother’
\RRU~SiHS~OD
9.PERF.DJ-fall 9-rain
‘(there) fell rain’

What must be mentioned here is the difference in focus PHDQLQJ and IRUP. Until
now we have come across instances of (new) information focus and contrastive
focus and it remains to be seen whether VS structure in Makhuwa expresses one
of these focus types or perhaps another kind of information structure. For
objects or adjuncts, (new) information focus (39) or contrastive focus (40) are
usually expressed after a conjoint form or in a cleft sentence.12


12

There is no CJ/DJ distinction in relatives.
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(39)

Q

A



(40)

Q

A

+DPtVtRQWKtNtOiHVKHHQt?
1.Hamisi 1-PRES-cut what
‘what is Hamisi cutting?’
+DPtVtRQWKtNtODQWKDOt
1.Hamisi 1-PRES-cut 3.tree
‘Hamisi cuts a tree’
HVKHHQtQNt WiOtPPyHQ\iNXOLKt\D?
9.what.COP 18-compound 18.here 9-make.noise
‘what is making noise in the compound?’
QWKDOtRQWKtNtOiiZH+DPtVL
3.tree.COP 3-PRES-cut-REL.1 1.Hamisi
‘it is the tree that Hamisi is cutting’

Since a subject can neither follow a conjoint verb form in Makhuwa nor be
focused in its normal preverbal position, the only way to focus it (contrastively)
is to make a cleft. The focused subject is underlined.


(41)

Q

A

RQU~SiWLSDQtPSiQLPPy"$SXWXXOt"
1-PRES-sleep COP who inside here Abdul.COP
‘Who is sleeping in here? Is it Abdul?’
(lit. ‘who is the one who is sleeping...’ )
NDKtt\y$SXW~OLRQU~SiWL-RiQD
NEG-DEM Abdul 1-PRES-sleep COP Joanna
‘It’ s not Abdul; who is sleeping is Joanna.’

Since contrastive focus on the subject is expressed by means of a cleft, the focus
expressed in a VS construction must be another type of focus, presumably
presentational focus. This term is somewhat misleading since what is in focus is
actually the whole sentence (Lambrecht’ s (1994) Sentence Focus). The VS
sentences are entity-central thetic utterances: “ an entity-central thetic statement
is a type of utterance stating the existence of an entity” (Sasse 1987, p.526). All
information in the sentence is new and therefore a theme-rheme or entitypredication relation cannot be established. In this way the information structure
in these presentational sentences is on a higher level than sentence-internal
focus. It would thus not violate the hypothesis that an element following a DJ
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verb form is not focal. Even if so, a syntactic account should be given of the
structure and interpretation, which could include the hypothesis that in Aghem
and Tswana the subject is indeed in the IAV position, whereas in Makhuwa it is
not.


&RQFOXVLRQV

In this paper two generalisations are made on the distribution of the conjoint and
disjoint verb forms in Makhuwa. 1) A verb appears in its conjoint form when a
focal element occupies the IAV position; 2) a verb appears in its disjoint form
when the IAV position is empty. A syntactic analysis is provided that accounts
for these generalisations if the IAV position is defined in terms of structural
adjacency between two heads in a direct c-command relation.
In the syntactic analysis two focus projections were proposed: one under
TP (Ndayiragije 1999) hosting the disjoint morpheme and one under vP, to the
specifier of which focal elements move. Non-focal elements remain in-situ. This
analysis accounts both for the strong adjacency of a conjoint verb form and its
focal object and for the empty IAV position that requires a verb to appear in its
disjoint form.
Topics for further research include postverbal subject construction (in both
an agreeing and non-agreeing form, e.g. Makhuwa and Zulu) and the mapping
of phonological or prosodic phrasing onto this syntactic structure. It will be
difficult to do this for Makhuwa, since there are no strong indications for phrase
boundaries (such as penultimate lengthening in other languages), but since the
syntactic analysis should work for more languages with CJ/DJ systems, one of the
next steps is to look at languages like Tswana, Zulu, Makwe or Rundi and test
the predictions made in/from this paper.
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